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Quivers Terrible Tale runs a similar playtime to the first, and it's still a fun, quick game to bask in some serious rock nostalgia
of those lost and those still rockin it out. Packed full of crude and crazy jokes, and in my opinion, a more streamlined design to
fighting, the Terrible Tale is a must have. Don't hesitate to pick up this title for a good laugh and a great time.. Very funny game
so far :). Cute storyline!. Absolutely amazing game. Short, sweet, deeply and incredibly inappropriate. not to mention twisted.
and genuinely vulgar at times. Heck, the three separate endings and easter egg(s?) alone make it worth more than such a piddly
little amount. Thank you, Crankage, for blessing us all with your deeply, deeply messed up imagination.. Cute storyline!

New Game Damned Daniel Releases Tomorrow November 30th At 8 AM PST! : Hello everyone! A new developer, Red Mouse
Games , is releasing her very first game, Damned Daniel , tomorrow morning at 8 AM PST! It will be 40% off for launch week
and available for purchase in the Crankage Games bundle as well! Red Mouse Games has done some of the artwork found in
previous Crankage Games titles such as Metal as Phu.k and The Chronicles of Quiver D!ck, (As well as the new up and coming
Metal as Phu.k game scheduled for release in early 2019!) I'm honored to have had a hand in the writing of this new adventure,
so if you're a fan of previous works from Crankage Games, then I think you'll have a great time with Damned Daniel ! She's
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worked very hard over the last year to bring her dream to fruition, so I hope everyone gives her game a chance! She'd absolutely
be thrilled to hear your feedback! Thank you all so very much for your continued support, it truly means a lot! - Crankage
Games. New Update! : Hello everyone! We had a minor hiccup when uploading a new build but everything should be in
working order again! I'm sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused during your gameplay experience and I hope you
enjoy your time playing now that everything is fixed! - Crankage Games. Deported: Drain the Swamp now on Google Play! :
Hello everyone! Crankage Games is pleased to announce that we've released Deported: Drain the Swamp on Google Play! We
plan to release Deported 2: Build That Wall very shortly, and then we'll be porting over our other games as well! Thank you all
SO very much for the continued support! You've all been incredibly amazing and we appreciate each and every one of you! -
Crankage Games. 12 Hours Left! 6 Game Bundle Sale Ending! : 12 hours left until the 6 Game Vulgar Comedy RPG Bundle
Sale ends! Less than $10 gets you: Metal as Phuk The Chronicles of Quiver Dick Quiver Dick's Terrible Tale For Terrible
Parents To Read To Their Equally Terrible Children Damned Daniel Deported: Drain the Swamp Deported 2: Build That Wall.
Happy Holidays! We now have a Patreon! : Good news everyone and Happy Holidays to all! We've been asked for a while now
if we'll ever set up a Patreon, and now we've finally got one! If you'd like to support what we do to ensure we can continue
putting out comedy games in the future, then we'd like to support you right back! Want a twitter shoutout for your contribution?
Sure. Want to enter Giveaways on twitter? You got it.. New Quiver Dick Game Coming Soon! : I'm pleased to announce that the
newest title, Quiver Dick's Epic Book of Fairy Fails is coming soon to Steam! Be sure to check it out and wishlist it for
notifications when it's released! Thank you all for your continued support along the way and making this all possible! I can't wait
to hear what you think! - Crankage Games
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